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Keywords: Earth observing satellites, mission management, equitable resource allocation, multicriteria optimization. Abstract: Large space projects like Earth Observing Satellites are often co-funded by several agents (countries, civil and military agencies, . . . ). Accordingly, their exploitation must take into account a specific requirement : the allocation of resources among the different agents must be equitable. But it must also be efficient, that is, the available resources must not be under-exploited. This article describes the problem of defining equitable and efficient allocations of resources, in the context of Earth Observing Satellites mission management. The context of Earth Observing Satellites is stated, then the problem is formally defined. Four different procedures are proposed to solve it, based on different ways of taking into account the inevitable trade-off between efficiency and equity. 1 INTRODUCTION The mission of an Earth Observing Satellite is to acquire images of specified areas on the Earth surface, in response to observation requests from users. Due to their cost, space projects such as Earth Observing Satellites are often co-funded and then exploited by several agents (countries, companies, civil or military agencies, . . . ). The exploitation must be equitable for the agents. More precisely, the allocation of resources provided by a co-funded Earth Observing Satellite must be :



 efficient : the satellite should not be under-exploited,  equitable : each agent wants to get a return on investments proportional to its financial contribution. This article reports the main results of two studies that have been conducted on behalf of the Centre National d’Études Spartiales, by ONERA Centre de Toulouse and IRIT, Toulouse, during the last five years. The problem to be solved was to define efficient and equitable allocation procedures for various kinds of Earth Observing Satellites, namely, the SPOT satellites, and the future PLEIADES satellites. Two successive points had to be covered : 1. to set the principles : should the allocation procedures be centralized or decentralized ? How to define precisely, in the context of Earth Observing Satellites mission management, the concepts of efficiency and equity ? How to compare different allocations, such that the best ones can be characterized ? 2. to define and experiment algorithms for computing in an effective way the best allocations defined in point 1. This article only reports the results obtained on the first point (the principles), resulting in the proposition of various equitable allocation procedures. It is organized as follows : the section 2 sets the context and describes the overall problem. General points about equitable allocation problems are given in section 3. Then a simple formal model of the problem is stated in section 4. The next section describes four different equitable allocation procedures, each derived from different principles. A interesting variant of the problem is examined in section 6. As usual, conclusions and perspectives follow in the last section. 2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 2.1 The basic allocation problem. Firstly, let us give some details on the way Earth Observing Satellites are exploited. An Earth Observing Satellite is operated by an Image Programming and Processing Center. Each day, the Center collects a set of image requests from agents. Each requested image is given a weight (a positive number), reflecting the importance the requesting agent gives



to the satisfaction of the request. The daily task of the Center is to build the imaging workload of the satellite for the next day, to receive back the data associated with acquired images, to process and evaluate them, and finally to send back the results to the agents. In the basic allocation problem, only one agent is involved : this means that only one agent collects the data from end users and is responsible for setting the weights of the requested images. The exploitation of the satellite must obey a set of physical constraints — time window visibility constraints, minimum transition times between successsive image acquisitions, special acquisition modes, memory and energy management . . . . Due to these exploitation constraints, and to the large number of requested images concerning some zones, in general all of the requests that could be individually satisfied one day cannot be satisfied as a whole, because they are often conflicting. Accordingly, the basic allocation problem consists of selecting, each day, a feasible sequence of allocated images that will be acquired by the satellite over the next day. The daily allocation should give maximum satisfaction to the exploiting agent. The reader will find more details on the exploitation constraints in [7], as well as a complete modelization of the basic allocation problem. As said before, this basic allocation problem involves only one agent, hence equity is not a concern. The efficiency requirement comes down to a monocriterion optimization problem : the sum of the weights of the allocated images must be maximized. This optimization problem belongs the so called NP-difficult class of complexity [4], which practically means that any algorithm able to find an optimal allocation and prove its optimality needs a computation time which grows exponentially with the number of requests. See [7] for the description of some algorithms for solving the basic allocation problem. 2.2 Multiagent allocation problem In the multiagent case, each agent collects image requests from its own end users, and sends them to the Processing Center. The weights of the requested images are set freely by the different agents. For each agent, an individual utility function maps any allocation to the sum of the weights of its selected images (this point will be formally stated in section 4). The allocation problem could be set as a multicriteria optimization problem : each agent wants its individual utility to be maximum. However, a specific requirement holds : the allocation must be equitable among the agents. 3 GENERAL POINTS ABOUT EQUITABLE ALLOCATION 3.1 The efficiency/equity dilemma The main point concerning equitable allocation is the following : generally, an allocation cannot be efficient (Paretooptimal) and perfectly equitable at the same time. The figure 1 illustrates this point. Here, we suppose that only two agents are involved in the allocation problem. Four allocations are possible in this example, named    and  . Furthermore, we assume that the agents have equal rights over the resource (we suppose for example that they funded the satellite equally), and that their individual utilities  and  are measured on a common scale — the same number expresses the same level of satisfaction, more on this point in section 4.3. The allocation  is perfectly equitable, but it is not efficient, because the allocation gives more utility to both agents — we say that dominates  . So, our rational agents will both prefer to  , even if it is not perfectly equitable. Three allocations remain :  and  . None of them dominates another. However, let us consider  , the symetric allocation of . As agents must be treated equally, and  should be considered equivalent. But  is dominated by , so should be also considered dominated by . Finally, only two allocations remain :  and . Both are efficient — not dominated. The allocation  maximizes the sum of the individual utilities of the agents, whereas



maximizes the individual utility of the less happy agent, and could be considered as more equitable. The immediate consequence of the efficiency/equity dilemma is that trade-offs are inevitable. Different procedures for the multiagent allocation problem will differ on the provided trade-off. 3.2 Arbitration versus negotiation There are two main kinds of procedures for equitable allocation :



 the decentralized game or negotiation procedures, where the agents together agree with game or negotiation rules, and then act freely for their own interest, respecting the common rules. These rules are designed such that the selfinterest of agents leads naturally to equitable allocations. An example of this type of procedure is the well-known procedure for dividing a cake between two people : one cuts the cake and the other chooses one of the two pieces (see for example [10, 1]).



 the centralized arbitration procedures, where an arbitrator, which is assumed to be fair and to act according to principles that have been accepted by all the agents, decides about the equitable allocation (see [8, 12]). We chose to explore centralized arbitration procedures for four reasons: (i) the agents may want to maintain confidentiality about their own requests and this confidentiality can be guaranteed by a centralized arbitration procedure (the arbitrator says nothing to an agent about the requests of the others) better than by a decentralized negotiation procedure,



which imposes to exchange information; (ii) the number of image requests which must be dealt with may be high (dozens and possibly hundreds of requests) and a negotiation seems to be in that case very difficult to manage; furthermore, the problem to be solved is repetitive; (iii) the time which is available for the allocation task may be short and a decentralized negotiation procedure would probably be too time consuming; and (iv) it is known that decentralized procedures are often poorly efficient (they may select far dominated allocations). 4 A SIMPLE MODEL FOR EQUITABLE ALLOCATION This section is devoted to the formalization of the problem. The given model is general and quite simple. It is focussed on the sharing aspects of the problem, and not on the specific contraints holding on the management of Earth Observing Satellites (please refer to [7] where a complete model of the basic Earth Observing Satellite allocation problem is stated). A more sophisticated model for the equitable allocation problem is given in [3], allowing to express dependancies between requests. 4.1 Requests, allocations and shares An instance of the equitable allocation problem is given by :



! # ""#"$&% , the set of agents, (' , the set of images that could be individually allocated to agents for the next day, *),+.-/' , the set of requests (requested images) from the agent 0 , 124365  "#"#" 5798 , with :? ; 5#+ is the quota of agent 0 , proportional to its financial contribution,



A@B+C6DFEHGJI is the weight given by agent 0 to its request D ; these weights are set freely by the agents. An allocation is a vector K L3NM  #"#"" M 7 8 , in which each M + -O) + is the share of agent 0 in the allocation K . P is the set of feasible allocations (allocations satisfying the physical exploitation constraints). 4.2 Utility functions In order to measure and compare the preferences of the agents and arbitrator for the possible feasible allocations, we adopt a welfarist point of view : we suppose that the following utility functions can be defined :



  + C K EBGJI , the individual utility of allocation K for the agent 0 ; the more this utility, the more the agent is satisfied; QRC K E is just a notation for 3   C K E #""#"ST 7 C K ET8 ; VUXWYC K E,G*I , the collective utility of allocation K ; it measures the satisfaction level of the arbitrator concerning K . An allocation maximizing the collective utility is searched for. The collective utility function is the result of a two-phases aggregation process. First, from requests )Z+ and allocation K , we compute the individual utility  +C K E for each agent 0 , then from Q[C K E we compute UXW\C K E . This is summarized by the following schema : fg
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Let us explain the choices made for these aggregations phases. Phase 1 : computing individual utilities. A simple but sensible approach is taken. First, as for the level of satisfaction of agents, it is assumed that an agent is not concerned by the share of other agents. Second, weights correspond to additive utilities ; this means, for example, that an agent is considered equally satisfied by a share of one image weighted : , and by a share of : images weighted each. These assumptions lead directly to the following definition of the  +C K E : def j @ + CNDFE b  + C K E k l#mYno



Phase 2 : computing the collective utility. It is assumed that the collective utility (to be maximized) depends only on the vector of individual utilities, and on the quota vector :



UXW\C K E_OpC]QRC K E  a 1 Eb The precise form of UXWFC K E should be chosen such that allocations maximizing UXWYC K E fulfill the efficiency and equity requirements. As far as efficiency is concerned, UXW\C K E must be strictly monotonic increasing with each  +C K E : an increase of the satisfaction level of any agent, while the satisfactions of others remain the same, must increase the satisfaction of the arbitrator (i.e. the allocation after increase is prefered to the allocation before increase). Concerning equity, UXWFC K E should at least obey the anonymity property (symmetry across agents) : if CNq_C K E Tr E is obtained from C6Q[C K E  1aE by exchanging any couple of agent indices, then the collective utility should remain unchanged : peC6Q[C K E  1aEstpeCNq_C K E Tr E . Perfect equity is also easy to state : an allocation is said perfectly equitable if the received individual utilities of agents — preferably normalized, see the next subsection — are exactly proportional to their quotas. Obviously, anonymity and perfect equity are not enough to take equity into account : we need some way of asserting that an allocation is «sufficiently equitable», or that an allocation is «more equitable than» another one. Many authors have proposed various concepts to answer these questions (see for example [1, 9, 12]). As far as we are concerned, we will use the notions of fair share, and inequality reduction. This will be explained later, when we will expose our specific approaches for solving the problem. 4.3 Normalization of individual utilities As said before, weights are freely fixed by agents. In order to be able to compare individual utilities between agents, a common scale of individual utility must be set and used. To this end, we propose to compare individual utilities relatively to the maximum utility that an agent can receive. More precisely, let us define the maximum individual utility for each u agent as :



def vswFx  + C K E b  + O zy mF{
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In the case of the Earth Observing Satellite allocation problem, the set P of feasible allocations is such that  + is the maximum utility that an agent could receive if it were the only user of the resource. Then we define the normalized individual utility of an agent :



 + u C K E b  + C K E def  +



It should be noticed that vswFx yzmF{ + C  K E_| , for all 0 . In other words, the maximum normalized utility is the same for all agents. The normalized utility will be used to compare satisfaction levels between agents. 5 FOUR PROCEDURES FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM In this next section, we describe four different procedures characterizing efficient and equitable allocations. Two of them (2 and 4) strictly adhere to the previously stated model, the two others depart slightly from it. 5.1 Equity first This first procedure searches for equity first, and then for efficiency. It is specific to the Earth Observing Satellite equitable allocation problem. The key idea is to take advantage from the repetitive nature of the problem : the resource is shared by allocating successive revolutions of the satellite to each agent in turn. For example, each day the agent 0 is given the right to freely exploit about 5S+ " } revolutions, where } is the number of revolutions covered by the satellite each day. Revolutions can be assigned to agents on the basis ofu a fixed repetitive procedure. It can be noticed that, on its allocated revolutions, an agent receives its maximum utility  + . Experiments showed that this procedure brings very equitable allocations : over a few days, the sum of normalized utility received by each agent is almost proportional to its quota. Another advantage of this procedure is that the same algorithms as for the monoagent allocation problem can be used. However, this procedure has an important drawback : it is clearly inefficient, because once an agent has exploited its allocated revolutions, often other agents could further exploit it : the resource is wasted. 5.2 Classical utilitarism The second proposed procedure adopts an opposite point of view : ensure efficiency first, then equity if possible. We use a three-step argument : (i) for efficiency, UXW\C K E is a weighted sum of the individual utilities :
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(ii) the + coefficients are chosen such that equity is favoured ; (iii) finally, we check that each agent received a sufficiently ~ equitable share. Concerning the second point (choice of the + coefficients), suppose first that the quotas are equal ( 5+,�‚ $ for ~ all agents). Recall that weights are freely fixed by agents. Consequently, a natural form of equity is ensured by using normalized individual utilities :
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Consider now the general case (unequal quotas). The argument is the following : the maxima of normalized individual
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We turn now to the third point : in order to verify that the resulting allocation is equitable, we use the notion of fair share. This notion is common in fair division litterature [1, 9], although it has various names, such as proportionality. It seems to be the oldest principle supporting the notion of equity. Transposed into our model, it amounts to saying that an u agent 0 receives a fair share if



 + " 5#+.‰  + C K E 



(each agent should receive an individual utility at least equal to its maximum possible utility times its quota) which is equivalent to



5+.‰  + C K E



(the normalized individual utility of any agent should be greater or equal to its quota). Note that we can only check that an agent has received a fair share or not. In all conducted experiments on the Earth Observing Satellite equitable allocation problem, using realistic data, this equity test passed easily (see [6]). This is probably due to a statistical reason : in this application, the Pareto frontier (the set of non dominated allocations) tends to be convex, and so the fair share property is easily obtained (see figure 2). This approach is computationnally more costly than for the basic (monoagent) allocation problem, due to the function to be maximized (a weighted sum of individual utilities), but is still tolerable. For medium to large instances, so-called local search algorithms (like simulated annealing) will be the only way to compute good allocations in an effective way. 5.3 Explicit efficiency/equity trade-offs The following procedure departs from the previously stated model : individual utilities are aggregated into an efficiency criterion Š C K E measuring the global satisfaction of agents — similar to but different from the collective utility function — but an additional criterion ‹ C K E is used, measuring the degree of equity of the allocation K . Then, allocations are compared in this 2-dimensional space, without further aggregation. This allows the arbitrator to figure out explicitly the possible trade-offs between efficiency and equity. Concerning the efficiency criterion, which is a kind of global satisfaction criterion, many definitions would be sensible. We propose the following function :
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It has the following properties : : ‰ Š C K EŒ‰ (the maximum 1 is reached when each agent is satisfied as much as it can be if it were the only owner of the resource); Š C K E is independent of the individual scales of weights. It is independent of quotas, because we consider here that the satisfactions of agents are of equal importance, even if they are entitled with different quotas. The quota vector will be taken into account by the degree of equity criterion, which we consider now. Microeconomists have developped a rich set of inequality indices that we can use to base our function ‹ C K E measuring 7 I I the degree of equity. An inequality indice is a function from to measuring the “inequality” resulting from a vector of (normalized) individual utilities q(|C6� F bb#b  �F7XE . An example is the Gini indice



Ž CNq�E def + – �“ �  � j 6+ ’ “ 7•” �  ” $ ‘ ‘ Ž 6C q—E˜‰™ for equal quotas (� is the average value of the �\+ ). We have : ‰ . The Gini indice can be generalized for non equal quotas in the following way (a justification is given in [6]) :
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Finally, ‹ C K E is defined as def 1 E – Ž  C]Q  C K E  a ‹ C K E 



where Q  C K E is the vector of normalized individual utilities. We have : ‰ ‹ ‰ˆ , and ‹  in case of a perfectly equitable allocation. It can be shown that the order induced by the function ‹ C K E over allocations satisfies the so-called reduction of inequality property. Suppose two allocations K and ž such that ž is obtained from K by transfering some utility from a “rich” agent to a “poor” agent, so as to reduce the difference in their satisfaction level. The property states that ž should be stricly prefered to K . So, this property can be used for characterizing the notion of equity. For technical details about inequality indices and reduction of inequality, see for example [8, section 2.6]. In fact, to define ‹ C K E , it could be more sensible to base it upon individual consumption of resource instead of individual utilities. To do this, the vector q of individual utilities is replaced by the vector Ÿ of individual consumptions, obtained by using costs of requests instead of weights. Note that costs of requests — based on time, energy an memory consumption — are measured on a unique scale for all agents, so they do not need to be normalized. The figure 3 represents the possible allocations in the 2-dimentional space Š C K EB  ‹ C K E for a real very small instance of our equitable allocation problem. This approach is appealing because it characterizes a whole set of compromises, giving a basis for further negotations. Unfortunately, experiments showed that it is very costly in computation time. 5.4 An egalitarian procedure This approach turns back to the model presented in section 4, namely the aggregation of individual utilities into a unique criterion, the collective utility. This time, the collective utility function is built in order to straightforwardly favour equity, while preserving efficiency, using the so-called egalitarian approach. We consider first the case of equal quotas. The collective utility function defined by def v£¢¥¤ UXWYC K E ¡ +  + C K E



(maximin oredering criterion) naturally conveys the equity notion : maximizing this criterion tends to equalize and maximize at the same time the normalized individual utilities received by agents. However, this simple criterion does not � ensure efficiency, as illustrated by the following example. Consider the vectors of individal utilities Q|¦36§ T¨X 8 and q©3 �  � T¨ 8 . For both vectors the minimum of individual utilities is 2, so the v£¢‡¤ criterion is unable to discriminate between them, even so q is dominated by Q . The solution is to use a refinement of the maximin known as leximin : in case of equal minima, eliminate these equal utilities and iterate the process if needed. In the previous example, the leximin ordering prefers Q to q . For a formal definition of the leximin ordering, see for example [8, page 17] or [2, page 141] 1 . Leximin optimal allocations are efficient (Pareto-optimal). Furthermore, it can be shown that the leximin ordering satisfies the inequality reduction property (see the previous subsection on this point). To take into account unequal quotas, the previous definition of UXW is replaced by



+C  K E def v£¢¥¤ UXWYC K E V + 5#+  with the following justification : this criterion favours allocations such that the that the +C  K E



are nearly proportional to the 5S+ .
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are close, that is, allocations such



6 PRIORITIES VERSUS WEIGHTS 6.1 The equitable allocation problem with priorities In this section, we consider a variant of the equitable allocation problem. It differs from the problem stated before on two points. Firstly, instead of weights @ + CNDFE , image requests are given priorities ª + CNDFE by agents. A priority is a strictly positive integer. The requested images ) + of an agent must all be given different priorities. Actually, each agent sorts its requests in decreasing priority order. The meaning of priorities is that an agent prefers obtaining only one image of a given priority, instead of receiving any number of images of lower priorities. The second difference is the following : quotas are replaced by rights. The right  + of agent 0 is the maximum number of images that can be allocated to this agent for the considered day. The overall goal is the same : the characterization of efficient and equitable allocations. 1 In



this last reference, the leximin ordering is termed lexicographic min-ordering.



6.2 Individual utilities reconsidered To take priorities and rights into account, individual utilities of agents must be reconsidered. Individual utilities are now based on the following notion : we consider that agent 0 is satisfied by allocation K at priority level ª , noted  +¬«XC K EH , as soon as one of the following three conditions is satisfied (otherwise,  +®«¯C K E_ : ) :



 agent 0 requested an image at priority ª , and this image is allocated to 0 in K (noted  ®+ « C K E_° ),  the rights of 0 are exhausted at priority level ª : = «±N²9«  +¬« ± C K E_  + ,  no request was submitted by 0 at priority level ª . This definition takes into account the fact that rights may differ from an agent to another, and that an agent can submit any number of requests. Now, the individual utility of an agent is defined as the vector



def 3  ®+ « C K E 8  ‘ « ‘ ³ b  +CK E | Note that  +®«¯C K E is defined for any ªµ´V: . In order to avoid vectors of infinite size, the size of the  +TC K E is limited to the maximum number of requests from the agents, say ¶ . Let us give an example. Suppose that agent 1, having a right to 4 images (·  ¨ ), requested 8 images, noted  œ  X¸!¹  p º . Suppose ¶ ° : . If only   X p are allocated to 0 in K , we get
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If only    are allocated to 0 in K , we have
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6.3 Comparing individual utilities A lexicographic ordering is appropriate for comparing individual utilities vectors, as it fits the priority semantics. Using this ordering, we have, for example :
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(the first vector is prefered to the second one). Note that :



3Ä :\:Y:\:Y:Y:\:Y:\: 8&Å3 : YY\Y\YY\S8 b 6.4 Collective utility In order to carry all information about individual utilities, they are not aggregated. The collective utility is merely defined as the vector of individual utilities :



UXWFC K E V def Q[C K E 



so actually, it is a matrix 3  +®« C K ET8 œ‘ + ‘ 7z’ œ‘ « ‘ ³ . Let us give an example, which will be used later on. Suppose three agents 1, 2 and 3, and an allocation K such that



CK R E °3TY : Y\Y8 C K ER°3T : : \Y8JÆ C K ER°3TY\YY\Y8 . We have : UXWFC K ER|33ÄY : \YY8&3Ä : : Y\S8&3Ä\Y\YY\S88 . Consider now the allocation ž such that a C ž ER|3Ä :\: \YY8JÆ  C ž ER|3ÄY\Y\YY8  Ç C ž ER|3ÄY : \YY8 . So UXW\C ž E_L3T3T :\: Y\Y8&3ÄY\Y\YY8&3Ä\ : \YY8T8 . a   Ç



6.5 Comparing allocations In order to compare allocations, an egalitarian approach is once again relevant. As explained in subsection 5.4, to take equity into account, the basic idea is to prefer, between two allocations, the one for which the minimum individual utility is the largest. To continue our previous example, comparing the allocations K and ž leads to compare the utilities of their less satisfied agents (marked with arrows) : agent 2 for K , agent 1 for ž . Because — C K EÈÅ e C ž E (lexicographic order), the best allocation is therefore K . Once again, actually the leximin refinement is used, as explained before in the subsection 5.4. 6.6 Avoiding manipulations An allocation procedure is manipulable if an agent can obtain a better satisfaction by non-truthful declarations of its requests, including false requests, and modifications of weights or priorities. Of course, procedures resistant to manipulations, also called strategyproof procedures, should be searched for. The previous procedure is open to a kind of manipulation, as showed by this example : let K and ž two allocations between a couple of agents such that
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In these individual utility vectors, Ë stands for a É or a Ê . With the previous procedure, the less satisfied agent is always the agent 1, whatever the values of Ë are. So, K is always prefered to ž . The agent 1 could take a dishonest advantage from this feature : its second priority order request could be a non-truthful request, conflicting with its first priority request, so that the schema of the previous example is achieved, allowing the agent 1 to get all its requests of lower priorities. The normalization of individual utilities can prevent this kind of manipulation. This can be done by first replacing, in an equivalent way, bit vector utilities by scalar utilities :
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Then normalized individual utilities are defined as in subsection 4.3 :
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where P is the set of feasible allocations, taking into account the constraint on rights of agents. In our application,  + is the maximum utility the agent 0 can receive (as if it were the only requesting agent). Back to our example :
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With normalized utilities, now ž is prefered to K , and the previous manipulation cannot occur. 7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS In the context of Earth Observing Satellites mission management, we have described the equitable allocation problem which consists of finding equitable and efficient allocations of resources resulting from the co-exploitation of an Observation Satellite by several agents. Taking a centralized perspective, in which decisions are made by an impartial arbitrator, a simple and general modelization of the problem has been set, based on two levels of utility functions : the individual utilities of agents, and the collective utility. Four different procedures for selecting the best allocations have been proposed. The first procedure, allocating satellite revolutions to each agent in turn, is quite perfectly equitable but lacks efficiency. The second one amounts to a classical utilitarist perspective : the collective utility function is a linear combination of normalized individual utilities, but the coefficients are chosen in a way to favour equity. The third proposed approach is a genuine bicriteria approach, allowing to compare allocations over two criteria : efficiency and equity, the later criterion being based on inequality indices. Finally, an egalitarist approach is described, in which a unique collective utility function is used to characterize equitable and efficient allocations. A variant of the problem has been exposed, in which weights of requested images are replaced by priorities, and the problem of finding strategyproof allocations procedures has been approached. There is no point to decide on the best one among these procedures : each one has its own way of tackling the efficiency/equity dilemma, and leads to different compromises. The algorithmic complexity of these procedures is also a concern.



Equitable allocation problems — also named fair division problems — have received considerable attention for a long time, especially from microeconomists [8, 12, 9, 1]. However, the problem stated here is specific, at least for three reasons : (i) the allocated goods (here the requested images) can be incompatible (all allocations are not feasible), (iii) the goods are not divisible, and (iii) there is no possibility of monetary compensations among agents. Further work on this problem should include :



 designing effective algorithms for the egalitarian approach, especially for large instances,  establishing links with other notions characterizing equity, such as envy-freeness and consistency [12],  defining possible manipulations by agents, and designing strategyproof procedures that can prevent them. REFERENCES [1] S. J. Brams and A. D. Taylor. Fair Division — From cake-cutting to dispute resolution. Cambridge University Press, 1996. [2] M. Ehrgott. Multicriteria Optimization. Number 491 in Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems. Springer, 2000. [3] H. Fargier, J. Lang, M. Lemaître, and G. Verfaillie. Partage équitable de ressources communes. Un modèle général et son application au partage de ressources satellitaires. Submitted to Technique et Science Informatique, 2003. [4] M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson. Computers and Intractability, a guide to the theory of NP-completeness. Freeman, 1979. [5] R. L. Keeney and H. Raiffa. Decisions with Multiple Objectives: Preferences and Value Tradeoffs. John Wiley and Sons, 1976. [6] M. Lemaître, G. Verfaillie, and N. Bataille. Exploiting a Common Property Resource under a Fairness Constraint: a Case Study. In Proc. of the 18th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-99), pages 206–211, Stockholm, Sweden, 1999. [7] M. Lemaître, G. Verfaillie, F. Jouhaud, J.-M. Lachiver, and N. Bataille. Selecting and Scheduling Observations of Agile Satellites. Aerospace Science and Technology, (6):367–381, 2002. [8] H. Moulin. Axioms of Cooperative Decision Making. Cambridge University Press, 1988. [9] H. Moulin. Cooperative Microeconomics, A Game-Theoretic Introduction. Prentice Hall, 1995. [10] J. S. Rosenschein and G. Zlotkin. Rules of encouter : Designing conventions for automated negotiation among computers. MIT Press, Cambrigde, Mass., 1994. [11] B. Roy and D. Bouyssou. Aide multicritère à la décision : méthodes et cas. Economica, 1993. [12] H. P. Young. Equity in Theory and Practice. Princeton University Press, 1994.
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Figure 1: The efficiency/equity dilemna.  œ  #6 and  represents allocations in the space of the individual utilities of two agents, supposed to have equal quotas. The allocation  is perfectly equitable but is dominated by . Efficient allocations are  and . The line labelled Sum represents the set of allocations for which �.ÑA  is constant, whereas the line labelled Min represents the set of allocations for wich v£¢‡¤C — T E is constant.
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Figure 2: The classical utilitarist approach and the fair share property. A set of allocations is represented as a set of crosses in the space of the normalized individual utilities of two agents. The line labelled Sum represents the set of allocations for which UXWÒ°5   Ñ 5  is constant; the line labelled Eq represents the set of perfectly equitable allocations, for which
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 5  . The grey area represents the set of allocations for which the fair share property is satisfied. The allocation labelled  maximizes the collective utility UXW , and is situated in this area.
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Figure 3: Explicit efficiency/equity trade-offs on a very small instance of the equitable allocation problem. Non-dominated (Pareto-optimal) allocations in the (equity   efficiency) space are represented as plain black squares. In particular, the point (1,0) represents the empty allocation : perfectly equitable but absolutely inefficient.
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